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The smart way to process your data



SmartDocumentor Cloud takes away the trouble of manually extracting 
data from business invoices, bills, and expenses, written documents or 
even audio and video files.

Powered by Microsoft Azure 
Cognitive Services, 
SmartDocumentor Cloud uses AI 
to pre-validate, process, and 
integrate data in your company's 
system, greatly reducing your 
organization’s operational costs 
and cutting time spent on these 
tasks by up to 99%.

Extract and process all your data 
on a single platform
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Invoices & Receipts

Stop manually inputting data from invoices and receipts and automate 
the process with highly accurate AI-powered data extraction.

Quickly capture and process large amounts of 
data from invoices and receipts.

Integrate data from invoices and receipts into 
your organization’s system and business workflow 
with SmartDocumentor Cloud’s API.

Work in a collaborative environment assigning 
revision tasks to different users.

Make your expenses less expensive: 
drastically reduce operational costs and 
time spent processing business expenses.



Custom Templates

Train SmartDocumentor Cloud’s dedicated AI engine to extract data from any 
document layout.

Create templates from any type of document 
layout your company extracts data from.

Extract data from governmental documents, 
legal documents, corporate forms, forms, etc.

Turn on automatic data extraction with 
a high confidence level.



Audio & video to text

Extract text from audio and video files and reduce time spent 
transcribing by over 99%*.

Use AI to transcribe audio and video to text 
with high accuracy.

Different speakers in the same recording are 
automatically recognized, even when multiple 
people speak at the same time.

Edit the extracted text on your browser 
using an intuitive text editor.

Split the extracted text into multiple parts 
and have different employees 
collaborating in the revision process.

Use Export the transcription as a .docx file.

*Compared to manual transcription.



Think smart

Save time and money

Reduce the time spent processing 
documents and entering data by up to 70%. 

Free employees to do more meaningful 
tasks and save money.

Improve accuracy

SmartDocumentor Cloud has an accuracy of 
over 75% and improving. If you find any 
errors during validation, you can teach 

SmartDocumentor Cloud how to avoid them 
in the future.

Work collaboratively

Create workspaces to have employees work 
as a team on the data reviewing process. Split 
transcribed texts into multiple parts and assign 

them top different people to speed up the 
revision process.

Pay only for what you use

Pricing is volume-based so you only pay 
according to the number of documents, audio 

files or videos you process. We also offer 
discount tiers to organizations that process 

large amounts of data.

Integrate with ease

Integrate SmartDocumentor Cloud into 
your organization’s data processing 
workflow using an HTTP REST POST 

endpoint and make it part of your inbound 
and outbound processes.

Process data safely

SmartDocumentor Cloud abides by the 
highest Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services 

security standards to protect your 
information and ensure the privacy and 

safety of your data.



Automate & Integrate

SmartDocumentor Cloud is 
compatible with the most popular 

external systems available.

SmartDocumentor Cloud integrates into any organization’s data 
processing workflow with ease using an HTTP REST endpoint, 
becoming part of your data inbound and outbound processes.
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About DevScope

DevScope specializes in giving organizations the tools 

and knowledge they need to be competitive. We are 

one of the most distinguished Microsoft partners in 

Portugal, with certifications and specializations in 

numerous areas.

We always work with the latest technology to provide 

the most advanced solutions to our customers and 

partners. For 20 years, we have developed and 

implemented solutions in the most varied sectors, from 

retail to health, through real estate or the public sector, 

producing lasting results.



R. de Passos Manuel 223 3°
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